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My web-
shooter
doesn’t
work! I
should’ve

checked it--

even super-
heroes can run
into big trouble

if they don’t do

good PM!

Gotcha!
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If you want your aircraft to operate better and go longer between maintenance

downtime, get in the habit of doing regular preventive maintenance. A habit

like that means the difference between breakdowns with costly repairs and

equipment readiness.  

Make PM a habit by doing all daily checklist aircraft inspections everyday.

And get in the habit of using common sense during PM, too. 

For instance, when you’re doing pre-flight checks, if your aircraft sounds

funny or the lights don’t come on, check it out right then and there. Don’t wait

‘til later. If you smell fuel or feel something unusual, find out what it is. If

anything seems out of place, don’t ignore it.

If you find a problem that requires AVIM repair, get them involved so they

can fix the problem.  

Habitual PM will help you spot problems early. Being your own PM

inspector will spot even more. 

Make no-nonsense, common sense PM a regular habit, sort of second

nature. It’ll lead to functional, mission-ready equipment.



• At least weekly, check the

batteries and battery box for

corrosion. Cables, connnections

and the box itself should be free

of that fluffy white stuff. If you

spot any corrosion, let your

mechanics know pronto.

Note any missing

batteries, missing or

damaged terminals,

and missing or dam-

aged battery caps.

Let your mechan-

ics know about these

problems, too. 

• If the temperature in

your area is 90° F or higher

for more than a week,

remove the battery caps and

check the electrolyte level.

If the level is low, let your

mechanic know the battery

needs distilled water.

After water is added,

start your vehicle and run it

at 1,200 rpm for about 20

minutes to mix the water

with the electrolyte.

• Do not remove batteries unless you've been told to do so by unit maintenance per-

sonnel. Even then, a mechanic should monitor your work.

• When you start your vehicle, make

sure the BATT/GEN or AMMETER

gauge is operating correctly. If the

gauge shows that the batteries are dis-

charging (in the yellow or red range on

the dial), there's an electrical system

problem your mechanic needs to fix.
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Maintenance
Lead-acid Batteries…

Just a Little 

When that big mission comes along, you operators must be sure there's power in

your vehicle's batteries. 

You do that by performing the preventive maintenance required by the vehicle's

-10 TM, and by letting your mechanics know about problems you can't correct.

Just to make sure you know the basics—those PM items that apply to all vehicu-

lar batteries—eyeball this list:

It’s the

big mission
we’ve been

waiting for!

head ‘em
up and
move’ em
out!

What’s your

problem?
Why won’t

you start?

no pm, no
start! It’s
as simple

as that!

Do not pull or jerk
on any battery cable

Check
batteries
and box for
corrosion

Note missing batteries,
battery caps and terminals

Check electrolyte
level if outdoor
temps stay over
90° for a week

Check BATT/GEN or AMMETER
gauge for battery condition

Electrolyte level
low

Electrolyte level
OK

Run engine at
1,200 rpm for 20
minutes to mix
electrolyte



HMMWV…

Only certain
models of

HMMWVs can

still use bias

ply tires. All

other models

must use
radial tires.

Remember,

all four tires

must either be

bias or radial-

no mixing
allowed!

Eventually, all
HMMWVs will use

radial tires.

Commanders

can convert to

radials with

updated rubber

run-flat devices

any time at
the unit’s
expense.

I’m sorry,

but I just

don’t like
the radial

tire.

well, of

course

not, you’re

biased!

M966

M996

M997

M998

M1025

M1026

M1035

M1036

M1037

M1038

M1042

M1043

M1044

M1045

M1046

M1121

Bias ply or radial tires

M1097

M1097A1

M1097A2

M1109

M1113

M1114

M1123

All A1 and A2 models

Radial tires only



“A1-series HMMWVs and all
the M1097s use a Model 242
transfer, NSN 2520-01-452-

8365, that is different from
and not compatible with the

Model 242 used on A2-series

trucks, NSN 2520-01-409-2512.”
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…make sure

you know which

one belongs to

which vehicle.

because Each

series uses

a different
transfer.

why is

that?

“Conversion kit,

NSN 2520-01-434-0822,

converts a basic

vehicle with the Model

218 transfer to a

Model 242 transfer.”

“The kit contains a transfer,

NSN 2520-01-409-2512, two prop

shafts and all needed hardware.”

“It is designed to be used once per vehicle.

Once the kit is installed, order the -2512

transfer when a replacement is needed.”

“Basic HMMWVs originally
had a Model 218 transfer

case, NSN 2520-01-163-4999.

The Model 218 has a

bolt-on flange on the

rear propeller shaft.”

Model 218 transfer

Model 242 transfer

5

Before you

order a new

transfer case

for your

HMMWV…

If you need one or

two 218s, order them
or the -0822 kits. If

you need more, order

just the kits.

The Model

218 transfer

is no longer

being bought.

It is available

in small
quantities
from a TACOM

rebuild

program.
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HMMWV…

Halfshaft Bolts Vibrate Loose

It’s well known that vibration loosens the halfshaft bolts on HMMWVs. And you

get plenty of vibration when your HMMWV goes cross-country.

As you rock and roll over hill and dale, the bolts can back out and move closer to

the brake caliper adapter. Eventually, they catch the adapter and break off.

Then the brake rotor wobbles, wear-

ing out brake pads. That can leave you

brakeless.

So eyeball the halfshaft bolts any time

you pull a service on the HMMWV—

and for sure while you’re in the field.

Look for shiny areas under and around

the bolt heads. If you see a loose bolt,

report it. Have your mechanic replace

the bolt, NSN 5306-01-185-7048, and its

lock washer, NSN 5310-01-185-7218.

Never reuse the lock washer. It won’t hold the second time around. It’s a one-use

item. Also, make sure all bolts and washers are replaced when the disc rotor or half-

shaft assembly is replaced.

Look for loose

halfshaft bolts

Make sure you

eyeball those

halfshaft bolts

after you clean

this truck… 

…we ran it

pretty hard

and they'll

loosen up in

tough use!
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STOP BREAKING THE EARS OFF

Space between your ears is no reason

for broken ears on 60-amp, 100-amp

and 200-amp HMMWV alternators.

But if you forget to re-install the

spacer at the rear alternator brace,

that’s what you get—a broken ear.

Tightening the brace nut without the

spacer in place puts too much strain on

the ear. Then the ear breaks off and the

alternator has to go to the rebuild shop.

I think I’ve
got space
between my
ears, too,
sarge!

We’re not
talking about
those ears,
private pyle!

“If you have to,
tie the spacer
to a finger so
you remember
to use it again.”

“Eyeball
Pages 4-10
and 4-11 of TM
9-2320-280-20-2
for details.”

Spacer, NSN

5310-01-292-5354, is

used with brace, NSN

5340-01-293-0125, on

60-amp and 100-amp

alternators.
Spacer,

NSN 5310-01-

337-7034, is used

with brace, NSN

5340-01-292-8404,

on 200-amp

alternators.

Spacer

here
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HEMTT…

There’s
a ready-

made shield
available to
protect the
bowl from

damage.

“It comes with NSN
2540-01-383-2252.”

“If your HEMTT has never had a shield, you’ll
need to drill three holes and buy some
hardware to install it.”

“Drill 3/8-in holes in the fender and
mount the shield with three capscrews,
NSN 5305-00-269-3211…”

“three lock washers,
NSN 5310-00-637-9541…”

“…and three nuts, nsn
5310-00-655-9544.”

that’s
right! how’d
you know?!

“Eyeball the bowl
occasionally for
cracks. A web of small
cracks can be a sign
of impending failure.
The shield will help
contain pieces if the
bowl shatters.”

The bowl
of a HEMTT’s
fuel-water
separator,
of course.

here’s
one I’ll
bet you
won’t

get!

What’s
plastic, full
of fuel (and

maybe a little
water)

and needs
protection
from feet,
rocks and

brush?



M984 HEMTT Wrecker…

USE STABILIZER STRUTS

M939A2-Series Trucks…

If your M939A2-series 5-ton trucks are still using those small in-line fuel fil-

ters that clog up real fast, consider “super-sizing” it.

With help from your DS unit,

you can switch to the same filter

used on older M939s that’s larger

and doesn’t clog up nearly as often.

Your DS shop will need a kit,

NSN 4930-01-387-1147, to convert

your trucks to the larger filter.

Instructions come with the kit.

After that, you’ll just need to replace the element when it gums up. It comes

with NSN 2910-00-152-2033.

Replace this
filter with
bigger one

attach my

stabilizer

struts

before

driving your

wrecker.

Before you move an M984

HEMTT wrecker equipped with

the HIAB crane, make sure the

boom stabilizer struts are locked

in place.

No matter how short the trip,

those struts must be in place to

prevent the boom from bouncing

around. The boom is top-heavy

and the bouncing over-stresses

the lay-down cylinders, ripping

them loose from their welds.

Then the boom falls.

If anything or anybody is in

the way when the boom falls—

worse still, if a load is attached

when it falls—well, just make

sure the struts are installed

before moving out. It’s cheap

insurance against equipment and

body damage.



M1070 HET Tractor…

Tough to Find Separator Parts
Need a fuel-water separator head or air dryer clamp for your M915A2,

M916A1 or -A2 or M917A1 or -E1 truck, but can’t find them in the TM or get

the supply system to deliver?

Look no further:

While Item 1 in Fig 40 of TM 9-

2320-363-24P shows the fuel-water

separator element and body, the

head is Item 12 in Fig 32. It’s NSN

2910-01-079-3494.

As for the air dryer clamp that

breaks often when removed during

services, it’s shown as Item 38 of

Fig 206. Problem is, the supply sys-

tem is real slow on filling demands.

So buy the clamp directly from a

local Freightliner dealership and save time. Ask for part number

MID/KAF9000056. Freightliner’s CAGE code is 64678.

Headlight Ground Wire Check

Fuel-water separator head,
NSN 2910-01-079-3494

Order clamp
from Freightliner

Take a minute, drivers, to eyeball the driver’s side

headlight’s ground wire on your M1070 tractor.

If the ground wire is drooping, it may be loose

enough for the radiator or alternator fan to snag it.

So tie up the loose ground wire to the nearest

frame ground strap with an electrical tie, NSN

5975-00-111-3208.

That’ll keep your headlights working and sparks

away from the engine area, where you sure don’t

need ‘em.

since when does

a headlight make

noise when it

goes out!?

M915-Series Trucks…

Strap wire away
from danger
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M1022A1 Dolly Set…

A dolly set can sit for months at a time in the motor pool. That idle time creates

big trouble in its air brake system.

Changes in temperature cause condensation to form in the dolly set's air brake

system. That moisture leads to corrosion, which plugs up brake valves and cylin-

ders. That leads to brake failure.

You can head off a lot of condensation

by leaving the air tank valve open when

you park the dolly for long periods.

In addition, drain moisture from the air

tank before you head out with the dolly.

After vehicle hookup, drain the tank and

let the air pressure build up in the vehicle's

brake system, then drain the tank again.

Repeat this procedure until no more

water comes out of the tank.

M103/M105/M149-Series Trailers…

“It's the one under
the trailer bed that

lubes the hand

brake cable.”

“That

means you

can't lock

the brake

when the

trailer is

parked.”

“Enough binding-

and pulling-and

the cable can

snap.”

“Without lube,

the cable

binds-making

the hand brake

hard to set.”

Draining the tank just once may
not get all the moisture out

Operators, one

of the grease fit-

tings on 1 1/2-ton

trailers is often

overlooked.

So, keep the

hand brake

cable lubed. 

During scheduled

services, always give

the fitting four to
five shots of grease.
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HETS, M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

Trailer Takes
One, Not Two
Trailer Takes
One, Not Two

Two Bradleys may weigh less than one M1-series tank, but that doesn’t mean

they can be transported safely on your M1070/M1000 heavy equipment trans-

porter system (HETS). They can’t.

The HETS is designed to carry one M1, which weighs 70+ tons. Since the

heaviest Bradley—the M2A3—weighs a little more than 33 tons with combat

load, you might think you could load two on the HETS and still have almost 4

tons to spare.

If total weight were the only consideration, that would be true. Unfortunately,

you have to account for two other factors as well: bogie weight limits and

tiedown points.

T

Bogie Weight Limits
Even equipment weighing less than 70 tons can exceed the load limit on the

HETS. Each trailer bogie is designed to handle 15,000 pounds with a 10 percent

overload capacity. That’s a total of 16,500 pounds per bogie.

When loaded, the 70 tons of an M1- series tank are spread over the entire

trailer with the two rear bogies carrying a total of 30,000 to 31,500 pounds.

When two Bradleys are loaded, the two rear bogies are forced to carry

approximately 47,400 pounds—well above their load capacity. Those bogies

could collapse.

Tiedown Points
Since more tiedown points are needed for securing two Bradleys, some units

use the cargo tiedown D-rings.

All forward tiedown restraints must be able to hold 70 percent of the vehicle’s

total weight for highway transportation. That’s according to Military Traffic

Management Command Transportation Engineering Agency (MTMCTEA)

Pam 55-20, Tiedown Handbook for Truck Movements (Jul 01).

Based on the 66,600-lb weight for the M2A3, the two forward D-rings would

have to hold 23,310 pounds each (66,600 x 70% ÷ 2 = 23,310). Those D-rings

are only designed to hold up to 15,000 pounds each. They won’t hold.

If you plan to load two Bradleys on your HETS, don’t! If you’ve transported

two Bradleys in the past, inspect the trailer for damage to the suspension cast-

ings, bogies, deck, brakes, chains and all tiedown points.

Combat and Tactical Vehicles…

You can make
your own or find
some that’ll work
from this list.

Need chock
blocks for
your combat
vehicle
or truck?

hey, it’s
okay! we
weigh less
than a tank!

I don’t care!
Only one of
you is riding
with me…

…and
that’s
final!

2540-01-271-7167
2540-00-678-3469
2540-01-459-4266
2540-00-288-2873
2540-00-769-5048
2540-00-912-1848
1730-00-294-3695
2540-01-165-6136
2540-01-184-4897 

NSN Material
Size

(LxWxH in inches)

Rubber
Wood

Rubber
Aluminum

Steel
Aluminum alloy

Wood
Wood

Aluminum alloy 

7 x 6.5 x 5.38
8 x 9.5 x 8
9 x 15 x 6

9.438 x 8 x 5.75
11.25 x 11.5 x 5.5
12 x 15 x 9.375

14 x 6 x 4
15.5 x 7.75 x 5.75

18 x 18 x 1.75 
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M1-Series Tanks…M1-Series Tanks…

Dirty Oil = A Dead EngineDirty Oil = A Dead Engine

It's been said, "He who hesitates is lost." That's something that tank drivers who see

the ENGINE OIL CLOGGED FILTER light come on can relate to.

If you see that light, don't hesitate. Shut

down your tank now and call in your

mechanic! Otherwise, the dirt, sand and

other gunk that's in the oil will shut down

the engine for you—permanently.

Dirty oil bypasses a clogged filter, car-

rying dirt into the engine. This bypass

feature is to keep the engine running

when you're on the battlefield.

But that dirty oil still gets into engine

parts. The longer you run with a clogged

filter, the more damage grit and dirt

cause.

Mechanics, if the light stays on after

changing the filter element, the problem

is probably a bad by-pass pressure switch

on the engine oil pump assembly. Replace

the switch with NSN 5930-01-089-9142.

Stop engine if
ENGINE OIL
CLOGGED FILTER
light comes on

Replace
bad
bypass
pressure
switch

If you

don’t

clean my

oil filter,

I’m a

goner!



Before you tow a disabled tank with another M1, you need to do more than just

hook up the tow bar correctly. You also need to use an exhaust deflector.

A deflector funnels the hot

exhaust from the towing tank

upward and away from the dis-

abled tank. Without it, the

exhaust can damage the disabled

tank’s vision blocks, hatch cov-

ers, precleaner, and even the vul-

canized rubber on the scavenger

shaft. That means even more

repairs will have to be made.

Exhaust deflectors aren’t in the supply system, so you’ll have to make one. The

plans are in Fig 7 of Appendix D in the -20-1-5 TMs. If you have trouble mounting

the deflector to the exhaust grate of the towing tank, try grinding down the deflec-

tor’s lower hook a bit to help it fit.
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Protect towed vehicle from heat with
exhaust deflector on towing vehicle

what in

the heck

happened

to you!?

[cough]

I got

towed

back… 

[cough]

…without
an exhaust

deflector!

What to
 Know

Befo
re You

 Tow



Checking Track Tension
1. Coast the carrier to

a stop on level ground.

Shut off the engine.
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2. Try to insert the handle of a track

pin punch between the top of the No.

2 roadwheel and the bottom of the

track. If you don’t have a track pin

punch handy, place your track and

sprocket gauge, NSN 5220-01-041-

9920, flat against the side of the No.

2 roadwheel with the top touching the

bottom of the track. You should be

able to see the top of the roadwheel

through the hole in the gauge.

If the track pin punch doesn’t

move freely, or if you can’t see the

top of the roadwheel through the

track gauge, the track is too loose.

3. Look at the No. 3 roadwheel. The

bottom of the track should touch the

top of the roadwheel. If not, the track

is too tight.

4. Eyeball the track adjusters for

damage or leaks. The vehicle is NMC

if an adjuster is missing or has a Class

II or Class III leak.

Make sure your vehicle completes its
mission by checking track tension

and inspecting track condition as part
of your after-operation PMCS.

Here’s how…

Top of roadwheel not visible
through hole? Track is too loose

Track should touch top
of No. 3 roadwheel

boy, my
dogs are
barkin’!!

Darn
boots!

hey, my
shoes are
in rough
shape, too.

looks like
we both
could use a
little pm!

If you went on a
march in boots that
were too loose, too
tight or falling
apart, you wouldn’t

get far. 

The same can
be said for
the track

shoes on your
M113-series
vehicle.

M113-Series FOV…



2. Use the track and sprock-

et gauge to check grouser

height. Place the gauge

against the grouser with the

hole down. If you can see

the grouser through the

hole, it’s OK. If the grouser

is 1⁄8 inch or less, replace the

shoe.

4. Eyeball the center guides

for cracks or bends that

could damage the road-

wheels. Replace any that

are damaged or are 1⁄8 inch

thick or less.

3. Check each of the shoes for cracks, bends and breaks. If you spot one, the carri-

er is NMC until the shoe is replaced.

5. Inspect the track pads.

Replace any pads that have
1⁄16 inch or less showing

above the grousers.

MAR 0218

Never extend the track adjuster

more than 17 inches as measured

between the mounting screws. If

the track is still too loose after the

adjuster has reached 17 inches,

release tension and remove a track

shoe. The adjuster can buckle if

you try to extend it past 17 inches.

Track Inspection

For all track
inspection, make
sure you check
the inside as
well as the
outside of
the track.

1. Eyeball the track shoes for

worn bushings. A pin nut that is

off-center, touching, or protruding

from the bushing bore is a sure

sign of a worn bushing.

Double-check any suspect track

shoes with the track and sprocket

gauge. Both gauge pins should

fully insert into the bushing bores

between the pin nuts. Replace any

unserviceable shoes.

Look for
off-center
pin nuts…

…then
check with
track and
sprocket
gauge

Replace
unservicable
shoes!?! But…
but… hold on! I’m
not that bad!

Grouser
visible
through
hole?
Shoe is
OK

Look for bent
or cracked
center guides

Adjuster at
17 inches?
Time to
remove a
shoe

It’s too late for
me to be  repaired.
Don’t let it be too
late for the tracks
of your m113!

Pads should be
above grousers



5. Press down and hold trigger (5).

6. Put pin (3) back into trigger (5).

7. Turn horn (4) down.

8. Tag fire extinguisher (1) with

word empty.

9. Replace empty fire extinguisher

(1) as soon as possible.

PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHER
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AVLB…

Fire Extinguisher SwitchFire Extinguisher Switch

WARNING
• Fire extinguisher agent will irritate
eyes and throat. Avoid contact with
fire extinguisher agent.

• If fire is outside tank, approach
fire with wind at your back to
avoid burns

NOTE
Fire extinguisher does most good
when held within five feet of fire.

NOTE
If fire was inside vehicle, open all
hatches and let vehicle air out for
five minutes before continuing
operation entering vehicle.

1. In the event of a fire,

immediately begin crew evacuation

while accomplishing step 2.

WARNING
When hand held portable CO2 fire
extinguisher is used on a crew compart-
ment fire, the vehicle must be evacuat-
ed before using the fire extinguisher. If
the vehicle is not evacuated, crew death
from asphyxiation may occur.

Until Page 2-160 in TM 5-5420-202-10
and Page 2-129 in TM 5-5420-226-10
are updated, make the following
changes or tape a copy of this

chart in your TM.

That change
makes the safety
concerns a bit
different.

The M60A1 and M48A5
chassis AVLBs are the
latest vehicles to

make the switch from
Halon to CO2 portable
fire extinguishers, NSN

4210-01-388-7854.

A new warning and caution,
as well as an extra step, are
being added to the portable
fire extinguisher procedures 
in the operator’s manuals.

1. Remove portable fire

extinguisher (1) from bracket

behind  operator’s seat.

2. Break wire (2) and pull pin (3).

3. Pull horn (4) up to level

position.

4. Take fire extinguisher (1) as 

close to fire as possible and 

point  horn (4) directly at 

base of flames.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

CAUTION
Do not enter vehicle to fight fire.
Ensure crew is out of vehicle before
discharging fire extinguisher.



Use the Rear Step

Recently, a mechanic suffered a broken

foot when he stepped on the vehicle’s

track to get into the bowl. While his foot

was on the track, the hydraulics settled

and his foot was crushed between the

track and the front track guard (Florida

plate). To get his foot out, his buddies had

to start up the ACE and raise the vehicle

in the SPRUNG mode. 

So use only the step at the rear of the

ACE to climb in and out of the vehicle,

including the bowl. 
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M9 ACE…

Putting your
foot in the
right place
on an M9 ACE
can save you
frustration
and pain, and
save your
unit a lot
of money!

Starter Master Relay

The starter master relay on your earthmover

does its job best when left alone.

Problem is, some well-meaning mechanic pulls

out the vehicle’s floorboards for cleaning and uses

the relay’s protective box as a step. All that weight

breaks the box’s mounting bracket, shorting out the

starter master relay. Then your ACE won’t start!

So never put your boot on the relay’s protective

box when cleaning or doing maintenance

Exhaust Hose

Use step at rear of ACE to climb in
and out of vehicle—including bowl

HEy! watch where
you’re stepping, fella!

OUCH!
soldier, put
your foot
somewhere

else!

I know
how you
feel!

Also, stay off the exhaust hose inside the

engine compartment. The hose looks like a con-

venient footrest while you’re working on the

engine, but your weight breaks the hose clamps.

A busted clamp means exhaust gas can vent

directly onto the batteries and cook ‘em. Or

engine exhaust can seep into the operator’s

compartment. That’s life threatening.

So eyeball the exhaust clamps. See a loose

one? Snug up the hose and tighten the clamp.

Replace a broken clamp with NSN 5340-01-

183-6863.
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M9 ACE…

The Deal on RoadWheels

Tread Separation and Weather Cracking
Separation of the tread that is

1 inch or wider and goes around

75 percent of the roadwheel

makes your vehicle NMC.

If weather cracks extend

completely across the tread sur-

face the wheel is unserviceable.

Chunking
For roadwheels, one

missing chunk of rubber

that exposes an area of

metal 3x4 inches or larger

on the wheel surface is

enough to make your vehi-

cle NMC. Even smaller

chunks can make the road-

wheel unserviceable if

together they cover more

than 20 percent of the tread

surface. Depth of the

chunking doesn’t matter.

you’re on
your own

about diinner
and

dessert..

At this
point, two
questions

should come
to mind.

no!
that
comes
later!

one:
“Are they
damaged
enough to
replace?”

and, two:
“How do
I keep it
from

happening
again?”

“what’s
for dinner?
What’s for
dessert?”

yeah. I
know.

those
roadwheels
look a little
damaged!

Large chunks of
missing rubber can
make vehicle NMC

Small chunks OK if
they cover less than
20 percent of tread

Check for
separation
that extends
75 percent
around
roadwheel

glad you
asked. turn
the page and
learn  how
you can help
prevent
roadwheel
damage…

Well, that
answers my first
question, but how
do I keep this
from happening
again and again?

now, here are
the answers to
those questions.

that’s 
much
better.
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Read and heed the words
in TM 9-2530-200-24,

Standards for Inspection

and Classification of

Tracks, Track Components

and Solid-Rubber Tires,

for additional information. 

“Check track tension
after every operation
and adjust it
as necessary.”

“Eyeball roadwheel
mounting nuts for
looseness.”

“Make sure you
check your
track daily for
rocks and
other debris.”

“Remove them
before they
damage the
wheels.”

Report
any you
find.
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Okay,

guys…

I want you

to check

out this

new
weapon!

that’s some

piece of

machinery!

looks like

somethin’

outta star
wars!

whatsit

do, master

sergeant

half-mast?

I know it looks like

a sci-fi comic book

invention… But…

…it’s real!
and it does

plenty.

SPIDER-MAN and DOCTOR OCTOPUS:

TM & © 2002 Marvel Characters, Inc.

Used with permission.
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the air-
filter

has to be
cleaned 

and changed
regularly.

fittings must
be lubricated
for smooth

travel.

“this sighting
mechanism needs
to be checked for
alignment, so we’ll
hit what we aim at.”

“these containers
are filled with
liquid gas. proper
levels must be
maintained.”

electronic
relays
must be
checked.

this
weapon
depends
on good
pm to

operate.

hey…
where’d
that
come
from?

I’m from
your
worst

nightmare!

omigosh!
it-it looks

like…

it’s a sonic cannon
with the ability to render
the enemy unconscious by

means of sound.

but it needs
special pm
attention.

Several
days
later…

that'll be
our job, master

sergeant!
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… doctor
octopus!

give it up…
and nobody will
be harmed!

get behind
the hmmwv
soldiers…
take
cover!

wha-?
who’s
that?

a spider
that’s
ready to
bite!

spider-
man!

since when
have you
become a
postman,
doctor?

you
leave us
no choice, 
old man!

we will cancel
you out… 

permanently!

stand away…
or suffer the
consequences!

I want that
sonic cannon!
the highest
bidder will
pay plenty
to get it!

I got
two
words
for you,
doc…

no
way!
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suddenly…

uh, oh…
something’s
wrong! my

web-shooter’s
not working! spider-

man’s 
falling!
We’ve 
got him 
now…

hey! my
arms have
frozen! I
can’t move
them…

c’mon, people…
here’s our

chance to put
our new weapon
to the test!

set the
range on
the sight…

get them
…before
they fire
the

cannon!

ready…

…aim…

…fire!

it’s a good
thing we did
pm on this

sonic cannon.

set sights
for a close
target!

my web-
shooter’s
stuck… 
can’t fix
it in time!

go get
‘em,

soldiers!
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okay, doc…
it’s just
you and me
now! I don’t
need my web
to take care
of you!

big talk,
spider-man. I
can stomp you
with five arms
tied behind 
my back!

If - if only…
my web… was
working… I -
I’d finish you…

take it easy, 
spider-man… we’ve
got doctor octopus

and his goons
under wraps!

thanks, half-
mast. It’s a good
thing you and your
men were here…
and ready!

If I hadn’t
forgotten
to lubricate
my arms…

…I’d
put the
squeeze
on you!

I’ve finally got
my web-shooter
working again.
I should’ve
checked it

before tackling
doc ock!

right!
the time to
do pm is
before
you get

into a tight 
situation.
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If you’d done
your pm, you

could’ve collared
doc octopus with
no trouble.

just like every 
soldier should maintain
all his equipment at all
times. his life and the
lives of his buddies
may depend on it.

you’re
right, sir…
I won’t make 
that mistake
again.

I’m
sure
you
won’t,
spider-
man.

spider-man’s
a great guy.
I’m glad he’s
on our side.

yeah…
and he’ll
continue 
to do
great
things…

…as long
as he doesn’t
forget to
do pm!



Crewmen, you can’t see through a dirty window pane. Neither can your AN/ALQ-

144A countermeasure set. 

If you don’t keep your countermeasure set clean or cover it when it’s not being

used, it won’t detect and jam heat-seeking missiles. Who needs that?

For instance, the Kiowa’s countermeasure

set sits right in the path of the engine exhaust.

So before each takeoff and after each land-

ing, clean the mirrors like it says in Chap 4 of

TM 11-5865-200-12. 

If you don’t clean the mirrors regularly, the

extreme heat generated by the countermea-

sure set will bake on dirt, grit, dead bugs and

soot. Then your unit will take a $36 hit per

mirror because you couldn’t clean them or

because you damaged them trying to remove

the baked-on crud. 

When you’re not flying the aircraft, protect

the set with cover, NSN 5865-01-109-1800. 

The cover shields the mirrors from direct

sunlight, which dulls their refracting power.

It also protects the mirrors from other air-

craft’s rotor blade debris.

Clean countermeasure set mirrors

Not in use? Keep set covered

With all the
crud on your
glasses, I’m
surprised you
can see where
you’re going!

yeah. I
really gotta
clean these
things.

AN/ALQ-144A…

while
you’re at
it clean
my mirror
panes,
too!
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HGU-56/P AIHS…

Crews, soft spots in
your HGU-56/P aircrew

integrated  helmet system

(AIHS) mean your noggin
isn’t fully protected. 

I may be
tough,
but I’m
not made
of steel!

In the event of a
crash, a soft spot
may not offer you
the full impact
protection and

place your head at
risk for injury. 

The word’s
in Maintenance
Information

Message (MIM)
PM ACIS

(AIS01-09).

Yeah! you
really need
to read it!

Since you can’t see
soft spots, the

aviation life support
equipment (ALSE)

headshed is adding a
check for soft spots
to the ALSE tech’s
120-day inspection
on page 4-3 of 

TM 1-8415-216-12&P.

this kind of
abuse can create
soft spots on my
hard outer shell. 

“I don’t know which
is the worst: being
dropped…”

“…forgotten
on a hot day…”

“…tossed in
the back…”

“…or being used
as a stool!”

1. Place the palm of your hand against the shell so you

can press on the suspected soft spot with your index fin-

ger. Use the flat part of your finger, not the tip.

2. If a spot is detected, use a coin the size of a quarter or

larger and tap around the area to find the extent of the soft

spot. The noise will sound dull or flat on the soft spot.

3. Mark a circle around the edge of the soft spot with a

fine-tipped marker. 

4. Turn it in to your ALSE tech for evaluation.

Here’s
how to
check a
helmet:

alse techs,
a helmet is
not fully
mission

capable if
you find…

Are you sure there
are soft spots? 

I can’t
see any!

and Inspectionand InspectionHelmet CareHelmet Care

• One soft spot larger than

21⁄2 inches in diameter. 

• Two soft spots measuring

more than 11⁄4 inches each in

diameter. The length of both

spots together cannot exceed

21⁄2 inches in diameter. 

• Three or more spots. 

• Any soft spots around the

ear dome area.



Your Black Hawk’s M130 chaff dis-

penser sits right in harm’s way. It’s a

target for APU, engine and main

rotor fan exhaust moisture and dirt.  

All that crud will corrode the con-

tacts and make the dispenser NMC.  

The PMCS chart in TM 9-1095-

206-12 tells you to check the dis-

penser before operation, after every

25 hours of operation and monthly.

Do it! If you don’t, all that gunk

can get into an empty payload mod-

ule assembly and muck up the firing

contacts and corrode the flat springs.

If it’s bad enough, you’ll have to

replace them.  

‘Course, when you’re not using the

dispenser, use nylon cover, NSN

1730-01-456-2557, to protect the 

dispenser.
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UH-60…
You can

also have your
canvas shop
fabricate a

canvas cover
with the
following
materials…

13

10.5
10.5

10

5.5
6 43" 

5

16.5

34"

Item

Coated cloth
Elastic cord

Warning
streamer

NSN

8305-00-515-4244
8305-00-267-3114

8345-00-673-9992

QTY

1.2 yd
1 yd

1 ea

Keep crud
out of empty
payload module
with cover

Before you
split, buddy,
put a cover
on my chaff
dispenser.

I got you
covered!
canvas or
nylon?

Check firing contacts and
flat springs for corrosion

Finished Size

Both covers will
protect the dispenser
in both flare and
chaff modes and in
all environments.

All dimensions in inches
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Avenger Missile System…

Camouflaging
Avengers

PS 592 MAR 0242

Dear Editor,
We had quite a problem with the ladder on

the Patriot's antenna mast group (AMG)
cracking right below the support bars. We
tried welding the areas that cracked, but as
soon as somebody stepped on the bottom
step the ladder cracked again. And we can't
order a replacement ladder because it's a
depot-replaced item.  

We solved the problem by reinforcing the
legs with 1-in diameter aluminum bar stock.  

Cut off both ladder legs where they
cracked. Cut off two 6-in pieces of the
bar stock. Stick 3 inches of the stock
into the upper portion of each ladder leg.
You may need to shave the stock to make
it fit. Weld the stock to the leg. A TIG
(tungsten inert gas) welder will give the
strongest weld.

Fit the bottom sections of the ladder
over the bar stock and slide the bottom
up so the upper and bottom ladder
sections meet. Weld the ladder sections
together by putting a heavy weld completely
around the break in each leg.  

SGT James Riley
507th Maint Co
Ft Bliss, TX

I think I
need better
camouflage
than this!

so Use
an old
net as a
pattern.

Great idea! The crew should

check the ladder for cracks

during their PMCS.

Eventually, the welding may

need to be repeated.

 From the desk of the Editor

Put heavy weld
around 2 leg sections

Slide
sections
together

Patriot Missile System…

oh, for
cryin’ out
loud! not
again!

If the camouflage
nets that came with
your Avengers have

worn out…

…you can order a
woodland pattern
net with NSN 1080-

01-457-2956.

It comes
in one size,
so you’ll
have to cut
it to fit. 
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ATACMS…ATACMS…

Avenger Missile System…

that’s why it’s critical that you repairmen

check the humidity indicator’s gasket when

you change the indicator. If the gasket is

cracked, deformed, or doesn’t seal properly,

it won’t be able to seal out moisture. 

If the gasket is bad, replace it with NSN

5330-01-146-7182. You do not need to

replace the entire sight glass just because of

a bad gasket.

seal out moisture

Track M3P Rounds to Stay on Track
If you don’t keep track of how

many rounds your Avenger’s M3P

machine gun fires, you’ll miss its

2,500-round inspection.

That means the M3P’s extrac-

tor, sear slide, firing pin, and

cocking lever may not be replaced

when they’re worn out. An M3P

with worn parts fires poorly.

So record the rounds fired on a

DA Form 2408-4, Weapons

Record Data, every time you fire.

All rounds—live and blank—

count toward that 2,500 limit.

ok, so
exactly how
many rounds
did you fire

today?

Check gasket when you
change humidity indicator

Hmm.
I had
a good
day…

let’s
see…
It was
53.

I’m almost
ready for
my 2,500-
round

inspection!

If moisture gets
inside the guided
missile launching

assembly (GMLA)
for the Army
tactical missile

system (ATACMS)…

…it can
take the

missile out
of action.



Don’t take chances with headspacing, armorers. If the

space between the bolt face and the chamber isn’t

exactly right, not only will the gun shoot poorly or not

at all, but it could explode. 

That’s why you must make sure every rifle and

machine gun has been headspaced by support before it

goes to the field. Active duty units must have their

weapons headspaced at least every 12 months, while

Army Reserve and National Guard units should do it

every 24 months. 

But any time a bolt or barrel is replaced, DS needs

to headspace the weapon. 

With machine guns, get the spare barrel headspaced

by support, too. Clearly mark both barrels with the

gun’s serial number so they can easily be identified. 

Have the number

stamped on a dog

tag and use lacing

wire to secure the

tag to the barrel’s

handle or leg. Paint

the tag a dark color

so it won’t reflect

in the field.

Of course, the M2 machine gun is an exception. It

must be headspaced and timed every time it’s fired.

Stamp number on dog tag

Rifles, Machine Guns…

Use Your Head on Headspacing

PS 592 45

hold on,
soldier!

looks like
somebody hasn’t

been paying
attention to
headspacing!

During training,
make sure your
machine gunners

know the importance
of not mixing bolts

and barrels.

When cleaning
several weapons at
once, they need to

be careful not
to put the wrong

barrel on-or
wrong bolt in their

machine gun. If
there is any doubt,
the gun needs to be
checked by support.

The best way to
prevent confusion
is not do batch

cleaning.



Inspector
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M240 Machine Gun…

Be Your own

These checks

make sure your

M240 machine
gun is ready
for battle.

If you find

problems that

can’t be solved
with cleaning
and lubing, tell
your armorer.

Rear sight:
Binds?
Markings
unreadable?

Safety: With safety
on FIRE, bolt won’t
move forward when
trigger’s pulled?

Buttstock:
Cracked?
Loose?
Won’t lock
in receiver?

Trigger housing: Sear won’t raise when tripping lever is
pushed back or won’t fall when trigger is pulled?
Sear should not move when trigger’s pulled with safety
set to S.  Sear should move with safety set to F.  Sear or
tripping lever worn, burred, chipped, or cracked? 

Cocking handle or charging
cable: Binds or broken?
Rails chipped or burred? 

Bipod: Bent or
cracked? Legs bind or
won’t lock in place? 

Gas regulator plug:
Carbon on plug? Is it
set to anything but 1?

Barrel: Blocked or dirty?
Doesn’t lock securely in
receiver within 2-7 clicks?
Flash suppressor loose,
cracked or dented?

Barrel locking latch:
Weak spring?

Bolt and op rod assembly: Binds?
Won’t lock in charged position?
Roller binds, won’t depress or
rotate? Carbon in piston? Two or
more strands broken on the same
spring coil or three or more breaks
anywhere on the drive spring?

Cover: Won’t stay up in two open
positions? Doesn’t latch securely?
Accessory mounting rail nicked or
burred so badly that accessories
can’t be mounted?



Vibration frequently loosens the

throttle. Then it can slide to OFF during

operation. If the heater is hot, it will be

damaged by not having a chance to cool

off before shutdown. Feel the throttle

for play and move it up and down to test

the linkage. Fix a loose throttle by tight-

ening the nut on the throttle handle.

Report loose linkage. 

Throttle
loose?
Tighten
nut

Caps dirty?
Seated?
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M17-Series Decon…

If the detector is cracked or

broken, you won't be able to tell

if the burner is working. Report

a cracked detector. Your repair-

man should tighten the detector

holding screw hand-tight and

stop. Forcing it tighter is what

cracks the casing.

The fuel and water

lines, engine and burner

all have filters that need

attention. If just one of

the filters is clogged,

your M17 either won't

run or won't draw water. 

Dirt or water in the

burner filter? Drain it.

Clean the fuel can filter

with your fingers or a

toothbrush. Get the

engine fuel filter

replaced if it's clogged.

Clean the water suction hose

and branch hose filter with a

wire brush. If the filters are in

bad shape, replace them with

spares from the accessory box.

Be sure to order new ones.

Photo cell
flame
detector
cracked?

Don’t forget to check
engine fuel filter…

Clean suction
hose filter with
wire brush

…and burner
fuel filter

Throttle

Photocell Flame Detector

Filters

High Voltage Tripler

If the tripler caps are dirty or

loose, the heater won't ignite. Just

wipe dirt off with a dry, clean cloth.

Gently push in on the caps to make

sure they're seated.

Yes,
we’re
ready!

we’ve
done our
pmcs!

Are you and
your M17-series
decon ready
for serious
deconning?

Doing the
PMCS in TM

3-4230-228-10
and these

checks make
you ready. 
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If sensors are loose,

steam and hot water

can pour out of their

connections and burn

you. Have DS tighten

them if they're loose. 

Over time, sediment and rust

build up in the ports of the quick

disconnects and block water flow.

That strains the water pump and

eventually kills it. Run your wire

brush in and out of the ports to

break up sediment and then flush

out the system with clean water. 

If the ports are

blocked, you've got a

fire waiting to happen.

Clear out any leaves or

dirt in the ports. 

High and Low Temperature Sensors

Water Inlet and Outlet Valves

Heat Exhaust Ports

are you ready?
You are if you’ve
done the checks
in this story.

happy
deconning!

Sensors
loose?

Clean valves
with wire
brush

Ports
clear?
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M45 Masks…

Optical inserts

The optical insert, NSN 4240-01-443-5489, which

is listed in the -10’s AAL brings just a frame with-

out lenses. To order the inserts, go through your

local opthalmic services. They should follow the

instructions in Chapter 2 of AR 40-63, Opthalmic

Services, to get the inserts.  

Disk valve

The disk valve listed in the

M45’s TM 3-4240-341-10

is no longer available.

Instead, use the M40/M42’s

disk valve, NSN 4820-01-

260-8709.  

If your
unit uses m45
aircrew and
land warrior

protective
masks, note this
info on ordering
disks and
inserts.

by the way,
Ballistic

outserts for the
M45 Land Warrior
mask won’t be
available for
2 years.

If you have other
questions about the M45
mask, contact SBCCOM’s

Mary McDonough at
DSN 793-7240/(309) 782-7240

or e-mail
mcdonoughm@ria.army.mil

If your opthalmic support folks have 
questions, they should contact the Naval
Ophthalmic Support and Training Activity

at DSN 953-7152/4435, (757) 887-7152/4435,

or e-mail pebeard@mar.med.navy.mil
or janickerson@mar.med.navy.mil
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burn you up!burn you up!
TACSAT Shelters…

radiation willradiation will

If that radiation
leaks inside your
shelter, you’ll be
like a hot dog in a
microwave oven!

“If you are near the High
Power Amplifier and wave
guides and you feel a
warming effect
or a the beginning
of a headache,…

…move
away

quickly!

Someone
may have
overridden
the over-
ride!

“Some of you are doing something
really stupid that will cause
radiation leaks.”

“Some of you are getting antenna
elevation and waveguide interlock
alerts and instead of fixing the
problem, you’re overriding these
warnings by taping or wiring down
the FAMU safety override. That’s
just dumb!”

“Use the switch, as needed, momentarily.
when released, it will automatically
return to the normal position. do not
tape it or tie it in place.”

“You’re
keeping the
fault alarm
monitor
unit (FAMU)
from doing
its job.”

AN/TSC-93B/C (V) 1

NSN 5895-01-284-8306

AN/TSC-85B/C (V) 1

NSN 5895-01-284-8305

The FAMU monitors faults
throughout your TACSAT
to make sure you are not
exposed to microwave
radiation. But you can
override the FAMU.

the switch is
spring loaded
and is held in
the override
position for

aligning the hpa
output meter.

The safety alert switch located
behind the front panel of the FAMU
can override the antenna elevation
and waveguide interlock alerts.

what
are you
doing?

someone
taped down
the over-
ride switch
again.

tactical
satellite (TACSAT)
shelters like the
AN/TSC-85B/C (V) 1… 

…AND the
AN/TSC-93B/C (V) 1
emit high-
frequency

electromagnetic
radiation.
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Dear Mr. Gadberry,

Great idea and we’ll be happy

to spread the word. MELIOS

users, installing this guard is

optional, but it sure makes a lot of

(dollars and) sense. For specifica-

tions, fabrication and assembly

instructions, send an e-mail to:

george.ambrosia@mail1.monmouth.army.mil or

mary.grasdorf@mail1.monmouth.army.mil.

Or write to:

US Army CECOM

AMSEL-LC-IEW-N-LS

Ft Monmouth, NJ 07703
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AN/PVS-6 MELIOS…

Dear Half-Mast,
The compass/vertical angle

measurement (C/VAM) selector
switch on the AN/PVS-6 mini-
eyesafe laser infrared observation
set (MELIOS) sticks out from the
laser like a sore thumb.
And, like any sore thumb, it

often gets bashed!
I’ve come up with a plastic

guard to protect the selector
switch.
Each time the shaft of the

selector switch breaks, it costs
more than $1,500 to replace it.
The plastic guard will save big
bucks.
CECOM has approved the use

of this guard and I was hoping you
would spread the word about it.

Kirk Gadberry
CECOM LAR
Ft Shafter, HI

protect your melios!

what is

that?!

It

protects

the c/vam
switch!

look

below for

a better

idea.

“…but not

this way!”



Lithium Batteries…

Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes!
Many lithium

batteries have gone

through a change
of designation,
unit of issue and
NSN. Here’s what
they were and what

they now are…

OLD

TYPE

BA-5093

BA-1372

BA-5112

BA-5557

BA-5567

BA-1567

BA-5588

BA-5590

BA-5598

BA-5599

BA-5600

BA-5800

BA-5847

BA-1568

BA-1574

NEW

TYPE

BA-5372

BA-5112A

BA-5557A

BA-5567A

BA-5567A

BA-5588A

BA-5590B

BA-5598A

BA-5599A

BA-5600A

BA-5800A

BA-5847B

BA-5368

BA-5374

NEW

NSN

6135-01-216-9771

6135-01-214-6441

6135-01-439-6229

6135-01-448-4680

6135-01-447-5082

6135-01-447-5082

6135-01-447-5083

6135-01-438-9450

6135-01-447-5081

6135-01-447-4001

6135-01-441-0402

6135-01-440-7774

6135-01-430-3119

6135-01-455-7947

6135-01-455-9646

NEW

U/I

EA

PG (10 EA)

PG (4 EA)

PG (4 EA)

PG (12 EA)

PG (12 EA)

PG (5 EA)

PG (4 EA)

PG (4 EA)

PG (4 EA)

PG (8 EA)

PG (8 EA)

EA

PG (10 EA)

PG (10 EA)

OLD

U/I

EA

PG

EA

EA

PG

EA

EA

EA

EA

EA

EA

EA

EA

EA

EA

OLD

NSN

NONE

6135-01-801-3493

6135-01-235-4168

6135-01-088-2707

6135-01-090-5365

6135-01-485-7402

6135-01-088-2708

6135-01-036-3495

6135-01-034-2239

6135-01-069-8575

6135-01-168-2944

6135-99-760-9742

6135-01-090-5364

6135-00-838-0706

6135-00-073-8939 



5-KW,10-KW TQGs…

Operators and unit maintainers, take a look at the main fuel pump, NSN 2910-01-

378-6025, on your 5-KW, NSN 6115-01-274-7387 and NSN 6115-01-274-7391;

and 10-KW, NSN 6115-01-275-5061 and NSN 6115-01-274-7392, tactical quiet

generators.

The main fuel pump will be either a

Purolator, part number (PN) 40193, or a

Carter, PN P61139S.

If it’s a Purolator, you’re in good shape. 

If it’s a Carter, make a note of it and mon-

itor its performance. The Carter pump is

having a tough time doing its job when envi-

ronmental conditions are less than perfect.

If you’re already having fuel performance

problems with a generator that has a Carter pump, replace it with a Purolator. NSN

2910-01-378-6025 now only brings a Purolator pump.

One more piece of pump advice: Never use a main fuel pump in place of the

auxiliary fuel pump. You can make it fit, but it will not do the same job and could

cause a dangerous fuel overflow.

For more information on the main pump problem and for instructions on how to

replace a Carter with a Purolator, contact CECOM at DSN 992-4748 or (732) 532-

4748. Or e-mail them at: donald.youll@mail1.monmouth.army.mail.

CECOM will also tell you about an Airtex pump that new generator sets will 

be using.
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Is it a
Purolator or
a Carter…

…or
maybe an
Airtex?

Can’t…

get…

enough

fuel…!

maybe it’s

your main

fuel pump!
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DA Form 2408-9…

Make sure all your reportable equipment

is listed in The Army Maintenance

Management System Equipment Data Base

(TEDB). To check or correct your equip-

ment listing in the TEDB use the Vehicle

Tracker in the Asset Management Menu.

The Vehicle Tracker has other uses, too.

It contains information on registration

numbers, date of manufacture and owner-

ship.

You’ll find the Vehicle Tracker at the

Logistics Support Activity’s (LOGSA)

WebLOG site at http://WebLOG.army.mil.

(WebLOG users, need an ID and

password, so if you don’t have one,

click on System Access Request,

complete the form and submit it.)

Look for Vehicle Tracker (TEDB)

on the Asset Management menu.

Click on it and enter the info you

have: serial number, USA/registration

number, unit ID code, or the NSN.

Then hit Submit. The next screen will

have the info you need. The data is

located in the TAMMS Equipment

Data Base (TEDB).

You can use the data to create missing DA

Form 2408–9s, fill in missing data on your

DA Form 2408-9, or prepare DA Form 2408-

9s for submission on-line to LOGSA. 

On-line DA Form 2408-9 
The on-line DA Form 2408-9 is also at the

WebLOG site on the Asset  Management

menu. Just click on Equipment Control

Record DA Form 2408-9 Input. Then input

your data at the next screen, hit Submit and

the TEDB will do the rest.     

does
that
belong
to you?

No, I
thought it
belonged
to you!

what you
guys need
is vehicle
tracker!

Select Vehicle
Tracker (TEDB)
under Asset
Management

Input vehicle data
and hit Submit

Select DA Form 2408-9
report type you need

Complete the
report and
hit Submit

Questions?
send an e-mail to 

tammsmgr@logsa.army.mil

or click
on log911
on the
weblog
site. 

Check out link to
DA Form 2408-9





MOVING

SHOOTING

COMMUNICATING

CAN STOP ‘EMALL!
Clean or replace them
according to your TMs!


